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Rapidly growing service 
company expands with 
TomTom

The Organisation 
City Technical Services (UK) Ltd is one of the UK’s fastest growing Gas 
and Electrical Servicing, Maintenance and Installation businesses. City 
Technical Services employs field engineers throughout the United Kingdom, 
undertaking on average over 3,000 heating installations each year and 
providing emergency breakdown cover to over 250,000 properties.

The company has a 24hr/365 day manned call centre in Glasgow, with 
regional support centres at various locations throughout the UK. Full 
operational field support is available at all times.

Emergency breakdown 
to 250,000 properties

VOICEO F  T H E 
C U S T O M E R

The Challenge
Whilst the original business City Technical Services was formed in 1995 
delivering service solutions to refrigeration companies and the licensed 
trade, the business strategy changed in 2002 and has become a forerunner 
in its sector. In 2005 the business was sold to EON, the national power 
and gas company and then in 2009, City Technical took back control. Since 
that time, the company has realised noticeable growth, with an increasing 
vehicle presence and for this reason the requirement for a telematics 
solution became apparent.

With a nationwide presence and 100 vans in the UK, the business had no 
method of tracking vehicle location and mileage. City Technical was aware 
that as their fleet expanded, this was also a potential area for overspend.

Rapidly expanding 
vehicle fleet 
demands 
efficiencies
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The Solution
City Technical Services have addressed their logistical challenges by implementing 
the full solution of LINK tracking device, ecoPLUS and PRO navigation device in 
55 of the vehicle fleet.  The LINK device enables the company to track the vans 
in real time, 24/7 using the WEBFLEET management system.

The ecoPLUS solution revolutionizes the way in which businesses monitor their 
fuel consumption, with real-time viewing of when and where fuel is wasted. 
The nature and size of a business such as City Technical Services means it 
benefits enormously from ecoPLUS, which registers engine idle time and can 
save significant amounts of fuel. 

Third party integrator ConnectFleet, used their Optimise Connect solution to 
allow tailored reports to be extracted from WEBFLEET, providing the visibility 
required for more in depth analysis for further cost savings to be gained.

Live information can be accessed through WEBFLEET from just about 
anywhere, especially due to advancements in mobile technology such as the 
iphone and ipad applications, as well as PC’s in the office. 

Kenneth Henderson, Managing Director, says “As a rapidly growing UK 
business, we were keen to employ technology which would monitor our 
vehicles, not only to allow for cost savings, but also to manage our carbon 
footprint and consider our commitment to Health and Safety. We have already 
benefited from a 7% saving on fuel consumption, over four months and 
anticipate further savings.”

The number of accidents among the fleet is dramatically reduced as speeding 
has been managed through excessive speeding reports, alongside the 
Optidrive™ indicator which gives an overall score based on drivers speeding, 
idling, driving events and fuel consumption. Any incident of speeding now 
forms part of the driver’s annual review. This also means that insurance 
premiums are reduced, another cost reduction.

City Technical Services is moving towards a fully automated job dispatch 
system which sends the job direct to the TomTom PRO units, the full workflow 
is logged in WEBFLEET and the maps and vehicle location can identify 
the most suitable vehicle and driver for the job. The aim is to increase the 
completed jobs per week through better efficiencies and response times. It 
is estimated that with this added functionality, the company will achieve an 
additional job every 1 to 2 days, increasing profitability of the operation.

Manage carbon 
footprint

7% saving on fuel in 
first months of use


